
From: Wen, Carol
To: Elliott, Robin
Subject: [External_Sender] RE: inspection corrective actions
Date: Friday, July 08, 2016 3:52:54 PM

Hi Robin,
 
Here are the dates

·         The linearity test for the loaner dose calibrator at PET/CT HFGCC started on 6/27 at 7:46 am
with 39.6 mCi of Tc-99m and decayed to 0.144 mCi on 6/29 at 8:18 am. The errors of the
linearity test are less than +/-5%

·         The timer of the HDR unit at HFGCC was tested on 6/27 for accuracy and linearity covering
the range of use. The form used for the calibration was modified to have the timer tested to
12 minutes. A full calibration of the HDR unit was performed on 6/28 after the source
exchange. The timer was tested to 12 min again during the full calibration.

·         The film was used on 6/27 for the daily QC of the HDR unit at HFGCC. The film will be used
until the camera issue gets resolved.

 
Take your time on the report and let me know if you have any other questions.
 
The weather has been really hot here this week and seems like the trend will continue for the next
week. Well it’s summer, so I guess I can’t complaint about it J
 
Carol
 
 

From: Elliott, Robin [mailto:Robin.Elliott@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2016 3:19 PM
To: Wen, Carol
Subject: inspection corrective actions
 
Carol,
 
I have started working on the inspection write up; report, letter and NOV.  It will take me a
while to complete everything.  When you have a chance would you mind sending me a
short email summarizing the corrective actions with the dates they were completed so I can
be sure that I have everything correct?
 
Thank you,
 
Robin L. Elliott
Health Physicist - Medical Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials
U.S. NRC, Region I
2100 Renaissance Boulevard, Suite 100
King of Prussia, PA 19406-2713
(610) 337-5076 voice
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